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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  It’s a pleasure to be here.  First, I want to congratulate Carl Weimer and Pipeline Safety Trust on organizing this important conference.  My experience, again and again, is that meeting face-to-face is the most effective way to foster understanding between people who are coming at issues from different points of view. The goal is pipeline safety, and that is a goal shared by everyone in this room.  As you get to know the operators that I am privileged to work with, I think you will see people who have an unwavering focus on safety and on improving safety performance.  
PPTS was a grand experiment – a leap of faith. The industry began learning from the data right away, but only with a few years of data could the industry be assured that the apparent patterns were correct interpretations.  In general, the system has remained as the framers first envisioned it.  The industry has refined its analysis and made other enhancements.  Where the industry once took baby steps with the data, it can now stride.
My talk today covers background on PPTS, how the industry uses it and learns from it, and what the industry has done with those lessons.  By my participation today, the industry is demonstrating again that it is focused on improving safety performance.  With this information before you, you will have a better understanding of the industry’s commitment to improvement and one of the paths it is using to reach its goal of 0 releases.
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What is the What is the 
Pipeline Performance Tracking System?Pipeline Performance Tracking System?

““PPTSPPTS””: voluntary; open to all liquids pipeline operators: voluntary; open to all liquids pipeline operators
No membership No membership reqreq’’dd, no fee imposed, no fee imposed
IndustryIndustry--run and maintainedrun and maintained
Collecting info since 1999Collecting info since 1999
Records spills of 5 gallons or more on land, all spills to Records spills of 5 gallons or more on land, all spills to 
water (compare old OPS @ 50 barrels)water (compare old OPS @ 50 barrels)
In 2007, PPTS participants operated about 85% of OPS In 2007, PPTS participants operated about 85% of OPS 
miles and total barrelmiles and total barrel--milesmiles

1. Measure   2. Learn   3. Manage   4. Improve1. Measure   2. Learn   3. Manage   4. Improve

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the late 1990s, the members of the Association of Oil Pipe Lines and the American Petroleum Institute’s Pipeline Committee recognized that their safety performance was not improving.  With the number of releases ranging from 150 to 200 from year to year, the leaders of the industry resolved to take a series of steps to understand and improve its record.
A key element in this multifaceted approach was the development of a voluntary spill reporting system, the Pipeline performance Tracking System.  PPTS began collecting data in 1999.  Using an online data entry system housed on the API’s server, participants report every spill to water, and any spill of 5 gallons or more on land, plus any incident that requires a report to the Department of Transportation (death, injury, fire, explosion, or money damages exceeding $50,000). 
It is important to note that the industry adopted these thresholds at the time that the DOT volume threshold was 50 BARRELS of liquids like crude oil or refined products or 5 barrels/day of highly volatile liquids like propane or ammonia.  (Highly volatile liquids are gases at atmospheric pressure and temperature, but are transported under pressure in a liquid state.) 
PPTS participants operate 85% of the liquids pipeline mileage reported to DOT.
As the compilations on coming pages demonstrate, the industry’s goal to measure, to learn from what they measured, to manage from the learnings, and thus to improve has been met.  More work remains, of course.
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Data Mining HighlightsData Mining Highlights

Team Composed of Diverse Subject Matter ExpertsTeam Composed of Diverse Subject Matter Experts
Operator Advisories (Operator Advisories (www.api.org/pptswww.api.org/ppts))

Causes/locations with a large share
Consequences
New perspective via PPTS
Guidelines for reporting
FAQs for consistency

Reports and Fact SheetsReports and Fact Sheets
Also, Performance Excellence TeamAlso, Performance Excellence Team

The data doesn’t go in and not come out!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before long, it became apparent that learning from the data and communicating those lessons would require a team of subject matter experts – individuals drawn from diverse operators, and reflecting varied expertise.  The individuals that make up the “Data Mining Team” or DMT are the stewards of PPTS.  They write Operator Advisories (available at www.api.org/ppts) that review the findings of data compilations on the largest causes, the consequences of releases, as well as reporting guidelines.  The group also agrees on answers to any questions on reporting or coverage that participants may pose, and maintains the file of “frequently asked questions.”  They develop any necessary revisions to the form.  Team members are primarily system integrity engineers and compliance specialists, as well as individuals of broad experience in pipeline operation.

The Performance Excellence Team, composed of senior industry executives that advise the presidents and CEOs of the operators, oversees the efforts of the Data Mining Team.
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PPTS Participants Use PPTSPPTS Participants Use PPTS

To measure operator/Industry performanceTo measure operator/Industry performance
To allocate $To allocate $

Maintenance
IMP
R&D

To direct regulatory/advocacy effortTo direct regulatory/advocacy effort
To find new approaches to keeping people and To find new approaches to keeping people and 
communities safecommunities safe

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The liquids pipeline industry has found the PPTS information helpful both industry-wide and to individual operators.  
Annual performance comparisons are prepared for each operator, so each can see its place among its peers and the industry as a whole.  Operators use these performance comparisons to set performance goals, and some even use them as elements in their compensation structure.
Industry-wide compilations help the industry understand trends and targets for improvement.
These same compilations allow operators to focus maintenance expenditures, to spend integrity management budgets wisely and to allocate R&D budgets more effectively.
The industry uses PPTS information when evaluating regulatory and legislative initiatives.  This informed approach has allowed the industry to understand the impact of proposed regulations and thus gauge the appropriate response.
As the record improves, an individual operator may not experience each type of release.  With the compilations across industry, however, operators better understand what can happen, not just what has happened to them.  Ultimately, these lessons provide new approaches to keeping people and communities safe. 
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Key Elements in PPTS SuccessKey Elements in PPTS Success

CommitmentCommitment
Pipeline Leadership
API/AOPL

Care and Feeding (APICare and Feeding (API’’s Commitment)s Commitment)
QC: Transparency, credibility
Program Software/Mechanics
Data Mining Team

LearningLearning
Data Mining Team
Lectures
Website

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There have been some key elements in the success of PPTS.
Commitment: Both the pipeline leadership and the trade associations, American Petroleum Institute and the Association of Oil Pipe Lines, have remained committed to the program from the top.  The commitment is apparent in funding the API’s activities that support PPTS, and in communicating the importance of PPTS throughout their organizations.
Care and Feeding: The API’s Pipeline Segment realized that a system like PPTS requires work.  The dues of the API pipeline members fund contractor tasks related to quality control, which promote transparency and credibility of the program.  Both have been central to the acceptance of PPTS information.  The API’s dues budget also funds contractor work compiling the data and communicating it.  The work to maintain and improve the software and mechanics of PPTS also come from API.
Learning: Another key element in PPTS’ success has been the continuing efforts to communicate the findings not just to participants but to broad groups of stakeholders and the public.  Lectures drawn from PPTS findings are presented at appropriate but diverse sessions at each  annual API Pipeline Conference.  The PPTS website is publicly available.  Finally, the Data Mining Team sponsors bi-annual workshops specifically targeted at operator personnel who gather and enter the PPTS release and infrastructure data.
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Dramatic Improvement:Dramatic Improvement: 
Liquids Pipeline Industry Onshore Pipe Spill RecordLiquids Pipeline Industry Onshore Pipe Spill Record
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The number of spills and the volume released have declined dramatically over the 1999-2007 period. Spills along the right-of-way have fallen from 2.0 incidents per thousand miles in the earliest 3-year period (1999-2001) to 0.8 incidents per thousand miles in the latest 3-year period (2005-2007), a decline of 60%.  The volume released has fallen from just over 600 barrels per thousand miles in the earliest period to about 300 barrels in the most recent period, a decline of 52%.

The data are shown per 1,000 miles: number of incidents or barrels released divided by number of miles (in thousands).  
Named years represent 3-year averages ending in that year.  
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Releases along the rightReleases along the right--ofof--wayway 
have fallen by almost 60%have fallen by almost 60%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
While spills that occur on operator-controlled property are more frequent, sound risk management gives a priority to addressing releases on the pipeline right-of-way, where the public may be inconvenienced, or even at risk.  The industry’s rapid improvement in the onshore pipeline spill record – a 59%* decline from the earliest period to the most recent period -- reflects this risk ranking.  In addition to the potential for pollution from these onshore pipeline spills that occur along the right-of-way (ROW), there is the potential for harm to individuals not involved with operating the pipeline, for inconvenience to the public and businesses, and for strain on local responders and infrastructure. 

*In the previous slide, the data were presented on a per mile basis, and on the per mile basis, the decline is 60%.  This slide, in contrast, includes data for facilities – pump stations, meter stations and tank farms – where the conversion to a per mile basis is less appropriate.  On the basis of the absolute numbers, the onshore pipe decline is 59%.
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Incidents by System Locations, 1999-2007 
 Number Barrels
Total (annual average, 1999-2007) 476 90,983
Share of Total 
    Facilities piping 53% 14%
    Onshore pipeline 37% 65%
    Aboveground Storage Tank 8% 18%
    Offshore pipeline 2% 2%
    Cavern 0% 0%
 

System location and riskSystem location and risk 

Facilities piping: more of them, but smallFacilities piping: more of them, but small 
Onshore pipe: fewer of them, but largerOnshore pipe: fewer of them, but larger

Includes releases due to hurricanes Ivan, Katrina and Rita.
Source: Pipeline Performance Tracking System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PPTS data is categorized by the different locations on the pipeline system where the incident occurs:  
 - Aboveground storage tanks
 - Belowground caverns
 - Pump/meter stations and terminal/tank farm piping (“facilities piping”)
 - Offshore pipelines, including production platforms
 - Onshore pipelines, including valve sites (“right of way” or “ROW”)
Most large spills occur on onshore pipe; facilities spills are more numerous, but generally small.
Overall, the releases from facilities piping account for more than half of the incidents, but only 14% of the volume spilled. Onshore pipe, in contrast, accounts for about 37% of all spills, and 65% of the volume spilled.  Facilities piping accounts for most of the spills that are less than 5 barrels, and onshore pipe accounts for most of the spills that are 50 barrels or more.  Thus, while spills that occur on operator-controlled property are more frequent, sound risk management gives a higher priority to addressing releases on the pipeline ROW, where the public may be inconvenienced, or even at risk, and community infrastructures may be strained. That is not to say that facilities are ignored, but more emphasis is placed on addressing risks on the right-of-way first.
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 System Part Incidents Empl. Contr. Other Total
  (#, ’99-‘07) (# People) 

Facilities Piping 1 1 0 0 1
Onshore Pipeline 8 2 2 12 16

Fatalities 

Grand Total 9 3 2 12 17
Aboveground Storage 
Tank 1 1 0 0 1
Cavern/belowground 1 1 0 0 1
Facilities Piping 3 2 6 0 8
Onshore Pipeline 16 2 1 30 33

Injuries 

Grand Total 21 6 7 30 43
 

Where Are People Getting Hurt or Killed? Where Are People Getting Hurt or Killed? 
Deaths and Injuries by System PartDeaths and Injuries by System Part

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The risk-ranked approach is confirmed again in examining where in the system fatalities and injuries occur.  While deaths and injuries are infrequent, they have nonetheless occurred and the industry is striving to eliminate them.

As shown, 8 of the 9 incidents involving a fatality (and 16 of the 17 deaths) occurred along the right-of-way.

For injuries, 16 of the 21 incidents involving an injury (33 of 43 injuries) occurred along the right-of-way.

The majority of the individual people who died or were injured were not involved with the pipeline, either directly as employees or indirectly as contractors.  Many were members of the public, and some were unrelated workers on a right-of-way.
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 Cause Incidents Empl. Contr. Other Total
  (#, ’99-‘07) (# People) 

Third Party Damage 4 0 0 10 10
Operator Error 2 0 2 0 2
Other 3 3 0 2 5

Fatalities 

Total 9 3 2 12 17
Third Party Damage 8 0 0 17 17
Operator Error (incl. 

excavation) 
5 4 6 0 10

Pipe mat’l/seam 2 1 0 2 3
Corrosion 2 0 0 3 3
Equipment Malfunction 1 0 0 1 1
“Other failure” in a Tank 1 1 0 0 1
Other Cause 2 0 1 7 8

Injuries 

Total 21 6 7 30 43
 

Assessing Consequences:Assessing Consequences: 
Deaths and Injuries by CauseDeaths and Injuries by Cause

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cause of the incidents involving deaths and injuries also helps in the risk-ranking effort.  

Third party damage – usually excavation and other mechanical damage -- caused the most incidents involving a fatality, and the most deaths.  Because about 90% of these third party damage incidents occur on the right-of-way, the record again reinforces the focus on ROW safety.  Third party damage in this context includes both releases that occurred at the same time the damage was inflicted and those that occurred not immediately, but after a time.

Third party damage also caused the largest number of incidents involving an injury and the greatest number of individual injuries.

Operator error has also caused both fatalities and injuries.  Operators of course take these events particularly seriously, since keeping pipeline workers safe is also important, especially since the procedures, training and even safety culture are under the operator’s control. 
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Reduction in releases along the rightReduction in releases along the right--ofof--wayway 
reflects diverse strategiesreflects diverse strategies
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the number of spills along the ROW attributable to various causes at two points in time – the 3-year average ending in 2001 (the earliest three years that PPTS was collecting data) and the 3-year average ending in 2007 (the most recent three years of complete data).  Each of the major causes has shown significant declines, with an overall decrease of 59% for all causes.
Corrosion is the largest cause of spills along the right-of-way, and has shown the largest reduction – 71%.  This decline came from the billions of dollars of investment that operators put into integrity management programs over the period. 
Third party damage – excavation or other mechanical damage to the pipeline by someone unrelated to the operator (a "third" party) – was the second largest cause, and has declined by 64%.  The decline is particularly important because third party damage incidents tend to be large, and have impacted the public with fatalities, injuries, and other consequences. 
Operator error, while a small cause of incidents along the right-of-way, has also shown a significant decline, 49%.  This decline reflects the efforts of operators to "take ownership" of those issues which are clearly under their control.  
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Focus on CorrosionFocus on Corrosion

Largest cause of ROW spills (46%)Largest cause of ROW spills (46%)
Reduced by 71% between 1999 and 2007Reduced by 71% between 1999 and 2007
56% are less than 5 barrels56% are less than 5 barrels
More important in crude oil systems than in More important in crude oil systems than in 
refined product systemsrefined product systems
Billions $ of investment have reducedBillions $ of investment have reduced

Inspection and repair in high consequence areas
First 5-year cycle is completed
Re-inspection for 2nd cycle now begun

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As shown earlier, corrosion is the largest cause of releases along the ROW.  These incidents tend to be small (more than half are less than 5 barrels), and they infrequently involve fatalities or injuries.  
Still, their frequency was important in bringing these incidents to the forefront of PHMSA’s attention, encouraging the development of the program for Integrity Management Programs in High Consequence Areas.  These programs, which have required billions of dollars of expenditures, involve risk assessments, inspections and repairs for any pipe that goes through a populated or environmentally sensitive area, as well as additional miles of pipe that were included in the program either for efficiency or at the operator's discretion.  
For the oil pipeline industry, the first 5-year cycle of inspection and repair is over, and the second round has begun.  
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Focus on Third Party DamageFocus on Third Party Damage

"Third party" is someone other than the operator "Third party" is someone other than the operator 
(first party) or its contractor (second party)(first party) or its contractor (second party)
Excavation or other mechanical damageExcavation or other mechanical damage
Not the greatest number, but the highest Not the greatest number, but the highest 
consequenceconsequence

Almost 90% occur along ROW
Deaths, injuries

10 of 17 fatalities on ROW due to third party damage
17 of 43 injuries on ROW due to third party damage

Large spills 
15% of ROW number, but 38% of ROW volume

RIGHT-OF-WAY

Source: PPTS, 1999-2007

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operators once thought that these incidents were outside of their control – “them” hitting “us.”  More recently, operators have come to the important realization that the situation is more complex.  Especially, the potential consequences of these incidents are so high that operators must be constantly vigilant to prevent them.  The incidents tend to be large, and have been the largest cause of deaths and injuries from oil pipeline releases.  

To prevent these incidents, operators have employed a variety of prevention strategies that are bearing fruit. 
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Who are these "third parties"?Who are these "third parties"?

Landowners (farmers, homeowners, tenants)Landowners (farmers, homeowners, tenants)
Road construction crews Road construction crews 
Resid./comm'lResid./comm'l development, etc.development, etc.
"One"One--call Partners"  (pipelines and other call Partners"  (pipelines and other 
underground utilities that pay for "call before you underground utilities that pay for "call before you 
dig" systems)dig" systems)

Can't forget first and second parties, though Can't forget first and second parties, though –– the the 
pipeline operator and its contractorspipeline operator and its contractors

RIGHT-OF-WAY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PPTS collects information on what type of entity caused the damage.  The “damaging party” provides crucial insight into outreach and prevention strategies.  For instance, landowners such as farmers and homeowners will require different communication tactics from “One-Call Partners,” entities that operate underground pipelines, telecommunications systems, sewers and other underground assets. “One-Call Partners” are the entities that are required to be members of their state’s one-call system*, and by their dues, pay for the system.  They are exactly the entities that would be assumed to be most attuned to the possibility and potential high consequences of damage to a pipeline or other underground asset.
Not only was the industry surprised by the share of incidents caused by One-Call Partners, it was also startled by the share caused by operators and their contractors – first and second parties, not third parties.  The operator/contractor share has been on the industry’s radar screen since data compilations began, and the industry has made these incidents a high priority for prevention.

*A “one-call system” provides a centralized notification system where, with one call, an entity planning to excavate, bore, dig or otherwise penetrate the surface of the soil or street can inform all operators of underground assets in the area.  As a result of that notification, the operators are required to mark (or “locate”) each asset so that the excavator can avoid hitting it.
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Underground 
operator

Oth. pipeline 
operator

Operator 
Excav.*

Homeowner

Farming

Landowner/
Tenant, 29%

Oper./Contractor 
Excav., 17%

One-Call Partners,
22%

All Other*, 22%

Road 
Work, 10%

Onshore pipeline spills where: release occurred at the time of damage, 
and involving 5 barrels or more, or death, injury, fire or explosion. 
Source: Pipeline Performance Tracking System, 1999-2007

1st & 2nd

Party 3rd

Party Who does the damage?Who does the damage? 
Not just excavatorsNot just excavators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
PPTS participants report on what types of entities were involved in mechanical force damage incidents that led to pipeline failures.  Farming activities, not “traditional” excavations, were most frequently involved.  Surprisingly, the entities that should be the most aware of the “Call Before You Dig” or one-call systems were also frequently involved – utilities accounted for 13% and other oil or gas pipelines for 9% of the incidents.  Thus, those who pay for the one-call systems and must respond to requests for facility identification, when taken together, account for a larger share than farming activities.  
In PPTS, incidents where the operator damages its own pipeline are classified broadly as operator error, but are separately identified.  These incidents, too, were more frequent than had formerly been understood.  Adding incidents caused by operators and their excavators to those involving utilities and other pipelines brings the total caused by parties who “should know better” to 39%.  All of these findings from PPTS have helped shape industry activities and publications to address mechanical force damage.
A pie chart, by its nature, tells nothing about the trends – the improvement or deterioration in the record.  In fact, there has been considerable improvement.
*"All Other" is residential/commercial development, waterway activity, rail, and activities that did not fit into other categories.
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Operator/Contractor19%

70% Decline in Third Party70% Decline in Third Party 
Hits Causing Immediate FailureHits Causing Immediate Failure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A pie chart such as the previous slide is useful for some data displays, but it is static.  It does not help people understand trends, or hopefully, progress.
This graph of results over the 1999-2007 period, expressed in three-year averages, shows that the number of incidents involving third party excavation where the release occurred at the time of the damage has declined by 70%, from about 24 incidents per year from 1999-2001 to about 7 per year from 2005-2007. Thus, third party excavation where the release occurred at the time of the hit accounted for 76% of the excavation damage incidents in the first period, and only 59% of the excavation damage incidents in the last period.  
Pipeline releases caused by prior damage (where the release occurs at a later time, not immediately) are fewer, and fell by about 50%, to fewer than 3 per year in the 2005-2007 period.  
Finally, the chart above demonstrates that releases caused by operator/contractor excavation are few.  However, their number has not shown consistent improvement, and in the first three-year average and the last three-year average, they numbered just over two per year.  As the industry pushes to attain zero releases, it is continuing to address the issue of releases caused by excavation damage inflicted by its employees or contractors.  Of note is that one of the operator/contractor excavation incidents involved an injury to a contract worker. 
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Example of Declines 1999Example of Declines 1999--20072007
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why not a pie chart?  These charts demonstrate.
When compilations from PPTS data first began, a new lesson from the data was the share of third party excavation incidents that were caused by farming activities.  It was quickly apparent that new tactics for outreach would be necessary, and that meeting with “traditional” excavators would not be enough.  Similarly, even the best one-call systems might not reach the farmers tilling their own land.  Operators adopted a variety of programs.  One example was convening community meetings county-by-county in farming areas, inviting families to attend, serving refreshments or a meal, and teaching about pipeline safety.  Importantly, these incidents have fallen to fewer than two per year for farming activities, and less than one per year for homeowners/tenants.  Although these are very low numbers, excavation damage incidents have been shown to have potentially high consequences to personal safety and community resources, so operators have sensibly continued to focus prevention efforts on them.
As noted previously, the complexity of the excavation damage issue requires a multi-faceted prevention program. API RP 1162 and PHMSA’s regulation (§ 195.440), which incorporates the industry recommended practice, set out requirements for operator outreach efforts along the right-of-way.  Other mechanisms to prevent excavation damage might include using GIS data to identify where the operator’s pipeline intersects farms, and understanding where new housing development may be encroaching on the right-of-way.
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Recent Recent LearningsLearnings: : 
More detailed choices aid reportingMore detailed choices aid reporting

Operator Error: more Other Human ErrorOperator Error: more Other Human Error
Survey: more root cause analysis?  Better understanding?
Yes.   Old categories donYes.   Old categories don’’t provide a good reporting patht provide a good reporting path
Revise PPTS to increase Revise PPTS to increase ---- and improve and improve –– categoriescategories

Reporters donReporters don’’t have to puzzle over category t have to puzzle over category ---- fasterfaster
Better consistency from incident to incident and Better consistency from incident to incident and 
operator to operatoroperator to operator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While the DMT has continued to focus attention on excavation damage, it has also addressed both incidents caused by operator error and incidents involving piping and other equipment inside fenced facilities such as pump stations and tank farms.  Both types of incidents are typically small, and generally have lower consequences that releases along the right-of-way.  Achieving the goal of 0 releases, however, requires that every type of release be understood and addressed.  
Operator error incidents are important both because they are in the operator’s direct control, and because they have caused deaths and injuries to pipeline workers (employees and contractors).  In 2008. the DMT published a new advisory on the PPTS findings on operator error.  The use of the category “other human error” – as opposed other things that might be done wrong, such as “valve left or placed in wrong position” – had increased.  The DMT surveyed participants about whether they had increased their use of “root cause analysis,” a generic name for a variety of tools used for in-depth incident investigation. (Root cause analysis uses an assortment of techniques to get past the apparent or primary cause to the underlying cause.  For instance, bolts may fail, but because they were over-tightened.  The incident moves from an equipment failure to an operator error.  Root cause analysis would also try to determine why the operator made the mistake – lack of training, lack of care, etc.)  The special survey indicated that some of the incidents were classified as “other human error” because PPTS did not offer an suitable reporting path.  As a result, the DMT has increased the choices under operator error to better capture the range of things that may go wrong.

. 
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Recent Recent LearningsLearnings: : 
More detailed choices aid reporting (Facilities)More detailed choices aid reporting (Facilities)

Facilities incidents require details: Facilities incidents require details: ““granularitygranularity””
Different pieces of equipment, different failure 
mechanisms
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The DMT, along with other industry committees such as the Operations Technical Committee, have also been examining the diverse failures that occur inside pipeline facilities such as pump stations and tank farms.  While these incidents tend to be small, the drive to 0 incidents requires that they, too, be addressed.  These facilities have many different types of equipment with different failure mechanisms.  
Again, the operators analyzing the issue chose to conduct a further survey to get better insight on inspection and maintenance regimes, with an eye to developing a template (or a series of templates) for a facilities integrity program.  The industry also refined the choices in the PPTS reporting survey.  Finally, the Pipeline Research Council International contracted for a report on the incidents that occur on facilities piping and equipment.  With API’s permission, Allegro Energy Consulting used PPTS compilations for this report
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Presentation Notes
As of November 2008, there are 14 members of the Data Mining Team, 9 of them from industry, and 5 from API, AOPL, or the team’s consultant, Allegro Energy Consulting.  
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